Introduction
============

Actin, microtubules, and intermediate filaments are main cytoskeletal proteins, the alterations of which may lead to the disturbances of homeostasis and as a consequence contribute to oncogenesis. There are numerous literature reports on the subject of cytoskeleton essential roles in the regulation of major cellular processes including proliferation, differentiation, death, and migration. Therefore, many studies have implicated that the cytoskeletal proteins may be constituted an attractive target in cancer therapy.[@b1-ott-11-8275],[@b2-ott-11-8275] Many research groups focused their attention mostly on the actin network, due to its involvement in basic cellular processes in both, cancer and normal cells.[@b3-ott-11-8275]--[@b5-ott-11-8275] Furthermore, in the recent years, there is also an increase of interests in actin-binding proteins (ABPs) in the different types of cells, especially in the context of cell death, migration, or cell junction stabilization.[@b6-ott-11-8275]--[@b8-ott-11-8275] ABPs family is the group of various proteins involved in the regulation of actin filaments' stability, growth and disassembly (polymerization and depolymerization).[@b9-ott-11-8275],[@b10-ott-11-8275] One of the examples of ABPs is profilin-1 (PFN1), the protein involved in actin assembly through the exchange of ADP for ATP on G-actin and transport of profilin--actin complex to barbed ends of actin filaments. The protein also contributes to the stabilization of actin monomer.[@b11-ott-11-8275] It has been shown that PFN1 may play a role in the modulation of the migration ability of different cell types.[@b12-ott-11-8275] The manipulation of the expression of ABPs may be an alternative solution in basic but also clinical studies.

Currently, the search for new compounds with therapeutic potential and the development of successive combination regimens is part of the effort to improve treatment programs for drug-resistant cancers and reduce the risk of new cancer cell foci. A promising group of anticancer agents has become alkaloids that can inhibit growth and/or cause the death of cancer cells and limit their migration or invasion. One of them, piperlongumine (PL/PPLGM) is a natural alkaloid originated from fruits of long pepper plants (*Piper longum* L.). Several studies indicated the anticancer prosperities of this substance, with minimal effect on normal cells.[@b13-ott-11-8275] Mechanism of PL action is related to induction of reactive oxidative species (ROS), DNA damage, cell cycle arrest, autophagy, apoptosis, and inhibition of angiogenesis process.[@b14-ott-11-8275]--[@b16-ott-11-8275] Furthermore, PL is able to inhibit cell proliferation and migration in a different type of cells.[@b17-ott-11-8275]--[@b19-ott-11-8275]

Expression of PFN1 in lung adenocarcinoma and/or endothelial cells (ECs), and its functional significance are yet to be elucidated. The study is the first report on the effect of natural alkaloid, PL, on the basal cellular processes in ECs EA.hy926 and drug-resistant non-small cell lung carcinoma (NSCLC) A549 cell lines in the context of F-actin reorganization at the different levels of PFN1 expression.

Material and methods
====================

Cell culture, treatment, and transfection
-----------------------------------------

The immortalized human endothelial EA.hy926 (ATCC CRL-2922, Manassas, VA, USA) and NSCLC A549 cell lines (ATCC CL 185, Manassas, VA, USA) were cultured in DMEM (Sigma-Aldrich, St Louis, MO, USA) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (Sigma-Aldrich) and antibiotics (50 µg/mL of gentamycin; Sigma-Aldrich). The cells were grown in 6- and 12-well plates or culture flask as a monolayer at 37°C under a 5% CO~2~ humidified atmosphere. After reaching 70%--80% confluence, the cells were treated with natural alkaloids -- PL (Abcam, Cambridge, UK) -- at concentrations of 2 and 4 µM for 24 hours. The control cells were grown under the same conditions without the PL addition.

In order to upregulate (EA.hy926) and downregulate (A549) the level of PFN1 expression, the cells were transfected using expression plasmid with cloned cDNA of PFN1 (OriGene, Rockville, MD, USA) and siRNA against PFN1 (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany), respectively. For determining the unspecific effect of the overexpression and loss of PFN1, the cells were transfected with empty control plasmid vector (OriGene). Furthermore, we used the SE and SF Cell Line 4D-Nucleofector^®^ X kit (Lonza, Basel, Switzerland) and electroporated using 4D-Nucleofector, according to the manufacturer's instructions and conditions as described previously.[@b20-ott-11-8275] Following 72 hours, transfection efficiency was examined by the analysis of green fluorescent protein (GFP) fluorescence intensity in the cells transfected with the pmaxGFP control vector (Lonza) using Nikon Eclipse E800 fluorescence microscope and NIS-Elements 4.0 software and Tali image-based cytometer (ThermoFisher, Carlsbad, CA, USA).

MTT assay
---------

The cytotoxicity of PL was evaluated by an MTT assay (Sigma-Aldrich). The EA.hy926 and A549 cells were cultivated in 12-well plates and treated with distinct concentrations of PL (1, 2, 4, 6, and 8 µM). After 24 hours, the freshly prepared MTT solution in DMEM without phenol red (at the ratio 1:9; Lonza) was added to cells and incubated for 3 hours at 37°C under a 5% CO~2~ humidified atmosphere in the dark. Next, the visible purple formazan crystals were dissolved in isopropanol (10 minutes, 37°C) and centrifuged at 13,000 *g* for 2 minutes. Finally, the cell viability was analyzed using a spectrophotometer (Spectra Academy, K-MAC, Korea) at the 570 nm wavelength. The absorbance of untreated cells was assumed as 100%. The results obtained from MTT assay allowed to estimate the half maximal inhibitory concentration (IC~50~) using CompuSyn software.[@b21-ott-11-8275]

Cell death analysis
-------------------

The cell death in both cell lines was investigated using Guava easyCyte 6HT-2L Benchtop Flow Cytometer (Merck Millipore, Darmstadt, Germany) and double staining with Annexin V Alexa Fluor 488 (AV)/propidium iodide (PI; Thermo Fisher). The cells were cultured in 6-well plates and treated with PL for 24 hours. The next day, after trypsinization and centrifugation, cells were suspended in actin binding buffer (ABB; ThermoFisher). Subsequently, experimental materials were incubated with Annexin V Alexa Fluor 488 for 20 minutes (room temperature \[RT\], in the dark) and next centrifuged in 300 *g* ×5 minutes. Then, EA.hy926 and A549 cells were washed with ABB, and stained with PI for 5 minutes (RT, in the dark) and analyzed by cytometer. The data obtained in cell death analysis were examined using FlowJo 10.4.2 software (FlowJo, LCC, Ashland, OR, USA). This assay was also repeated for EA.hy926 and A549 cells after manipulation of PFN1 expression and the treatment with PL.

Fluorescence staining of proteins (F-actin, ZO-1, β-catenin, PFN1, vimentin)
----------------------------------------------------------------------------

The effect of PL on EA.hy926 and A549 cell lines with different levels of PFN1 expression in the context of cytoskeletal and cell junction proteins was evaluated using fluorescence staining. The cells were grown on glass sterile coverslips in 12-well plates and treated with PL for 24 hours. In order to examine F-actin, vimentin, ZO-1, β-catenin, and PFN1, the cells were fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde (Serva, Heidelberg, Germany) for 20 minutes at room temperature and washed with PBS. The following steps were performed: permeabilization of cells membranes by 0.25% Triton X-100 (5 minutes, RT) and blocking with 1% bovine serum albumin (Sigma-Aldrich; 30 minutes, RT). For F-actin labeling Alexa Fluor 488 conjugated with phalloidin was used (1:40, 20 minutes, RT). In turn, for ZO-1, β-catenin, and PFN1, the appropriate primary antibodies were used: mouse anti-ZO-1 (1:100, 1 hour, RT, ThermoFisher), rabbit anti-β-catenin (1:100, 1 hour, RT, Sigma-Aldrich), and mouse anti-profilin-1 (1:100, 1 hour, RT, Sigma-Aldrich). For labeling of the abovementioned proteins, anti-mouse Alexa Fluor 488 (1:100, 1 hour, RT, ThermoFisher) and anti-rabbit Alexa Fluor 555 (1:500, 1 hour, RT, Thermo-Fisher) were used as the secondary antibodies. The cell nuclei were stained using DAPI (1:20,000, 10 minutes, RT, Sigma Aldrich). The slides were mounted in Aqua-Poly/Mount (Polysciences, Warrington, PA, USA) and examined using Nikon Eclipse E800 fluorescence microscope and NIS-Elements 4.0 software (Nikon, Tokyo, Japan).

The next step was the analysis of fluorescence intensity of F-actin and PFN1 in A549 cells with normal and lower level of PFN1 and F-actin, PFN1, ZO-1, and β-catenin in EA.hy926 control group (normal level) and with PFN1 overexpression. The measurements were performed on the fluorescence images from confocal microscope, executed using the ImageJ software (Ver.1.51j8, National Institute of Health, Bethesda, MD, USA) and evaluated by GraphPad Prism 6.0 (GraphPad Software, Inc., La Jolla, CA, USA).

Wound healing assay
-------------------

The monolayer of A549 cells, before and after manipulation of PFN1, was subjected to a mechanical scratch-wound created with 100 µL sterile pipette tip. Then the cells were cultured for an additional period of 36 hours in the presence or absence of PL at the concentrations of 2 and 4 µM. The process of reducing the wound area was observed and photographed under phase-contrast optics using a TE100-U inverted microscope and CCD camera (Nikon). The injury area was measured using the ImageJ software (Ver.1.51j8, National Institute of Health) at the 0, 6, 12, 24, 30, and36 hour time points after PL treatment and analyzed using GraphPad Prism 6.0 (GraphPad Software, Inc.). The wound healing assay was also performed in EA.hy926 and A549 cells after transfection and treatment with PL.

Statistical analysis of publicly available data sets
----------------------------------------------------

In order to evaluate PFN1 mRNA expression in adenocarcinoma, we obtained data from an online database Kaplan-- Meier plotter.[@b22-ott-11-8275] The GraphPad Prism 6 was used to analyze overall survival (OS; GraphPad Software, Inc.).

Statistical analysis of obtained data
-------------------------------------

The results are presented as means and were considered significant at *P*\<0.05. The statistical analysis was carried out using GraphPad Prism 6 (GraphPad Software, Inc.). The MTT was analyzed by the Wilcoxon signed rank test as it compares the mean with hypothetical value (control=100%). The cell death, fluorescent intensity of chosen cytoskeletal proteins, and wound healing assay results were evaluated by two-way ANOVA test. Statistically significant differences were marked by "\*" for a compared group of cells without and with overexpression or decreased level of PFN1, "\#" for compared data from a control group of cells, and "\$" for statistically significant results in a group of PFN1-transfected cells. In the case of statistical analysis of transfection efficiency, the nonparametric Mann--Whitney *U* test was used, and the statistically significant differences were marked by "\^".

Results
=======

PL inhibits proliferation of EA.hy926 and A549 cells
----------------------------------------------------

To determine the effect of PL on endothelial EA.hy926 and lung adenocarcinoma A549 cells with a naïve expression of PFN1, the cells were treated with different concentrations (1--8 µM) of alkaloid for 24 hours and then the viability was evaluated using MTT assay. Treatment with PL resulted in a dose-dependent decrease in cell viability ([Figure 1](#f1-ott-11-8275){ref-type="fig"}). In the case of EA.hy926 cells, we observed a reduction in the percentage of viable cells from 92.95% (1 µM) to 59.28% (8 µM). Moreover, the obtained data allowed to select two doses used in the further studies -- 2 µM (82.71%) and 4 µM (77.96%; [Figure 1A](#f1-ott-11-8275){ref-type="fig"}). In turn, the A549 cells were less sensitive to alkaloid action than EA.hy926 cells. The MTT assay analysis showed a statistically significant decrease in viability of A549 cells from 96.60% (2 µM), up to 50.07% (8 µM; [Figure 1B](#f1-ott-11-8275){ref-type="fig"}). Additionally, the half maximal inhibitory concentration of PL was calculated hypothetically using CompuSyn software[@b21-ott-11-8275] and amounted to 7.77 µM for endothelial EA.hy926 cells and 10.64 µM for A549 cell line.

Transfection efficiency of PFN1 expression in EA.hy926 and A549 cell lines
--------------------------------------------------------------------------

In order to evaluate the transfection efficiency, the lung adenocarcinoma A549 cells and endothelial EA.hy926 cells were transfected with the pmaxGFP control vector and analyzed using Tali Image-based cytometer ([Figures 2](#f2-ott-11-8275){ref-type="fig"} and [3](#f3-ott-11-8275){ref-type="fig"}). The obtained results showed that the average transfection efficiency comprised to 87.7% for A549 and 95.6% for EA.hy926 cells ([Figures 2A](#f2-ott-11-8275){ref-type="fig"} and [3A](#f3-ott-11-8275){ref-type="fig"}). The representative cells with a positive GFP signal were photographed and are presented in [Figures 2B](#f2-ott-11-8275){ref-type="fig"} and [3B](#f3-ott-11-8275){ref-type="fig"}. Additionally, the transfection efficiency was investigated using fluorescence staining followed by the measurement of the fluorescence intensity of PFN1 in both types of cells. In the case of A549 cancer cell line after downregulation of PFN1, we noticed a 1.4-fold decrease in PFN1 fluorescent intensity in comparison to that observed in cells with a naïve expression of PFN1 ([Figure 2C and D](#f2-ott-11-8275){ref-type="fig"}). Simultaneously, the data obtained for EA.hy926 with PFN1 overexpression showed a 2.4-fold increase in fluorescent intensity, when compared with the control ([Figure 3C and D](#f3-ott-11-8275){ref-type="fig"}).

The effect of PL on death of EA.hy926 cells without and after regulation of PFN1
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

After 24 hours incubation with 2 and 4 µM of PL, cell death was assessed. In the case of endothelial EA.hy926 cells with normal PFN1 expression, the double staining with Annexin V Alexa Fluor 488 (AV) and PI showed the decrease in the percentage of live cells, identified as AV and PI double negative (AV−/PI−), from 93.84% for untreated cells to 86.78% and 81.05% for 2 and 4 µM concentrations of PL, respectively. In comparison, a little impact of the same concentrations of PL was observed in ECs with PFN1 overexpression. Moreover, we noticed a decrease in population of AV−/PI− cells from 96.65% for control cells to 91.38% and 90.83% for 2 and 4 µM of alkaloid, respectively ([Figure 4A](#f4-ott-11-8275){ref-type="fig"}). The next populations were specified as early (AV+/PI−) and late apoptotic cells (AV+/PI+). In ECs with a naïve PFN1 expression, the treatment with PL caused the increase in early apoptotic cells (from 3.65% for untreated cells to 6.97% and 9.3% for 2 and 4 µM of PL, respectively). In the case of EA.hy926 cells with PFN1 overexpression, the treatment with PL resulted in statistically significant differences in apoptotic cells compared with untreated cells and ranged from 0.67% (CTRL PFN1+) to 2.56% (2 µM PL PFN1+) and 3.43% (4 µM PL PFN1+; [Figure 4B](#f4-ott-11-8275){ref-type="fig"}). In the case of a late apoptotic cells with normal PFN1 expression, we observed an increase from 2.42% for control cells to 6.37% for 2 µM and 8% for 4 µM. However, EA.hy926 with PFN1 overexpression showed a dose-dependent increase from 0.70% for untreated group to 2.59% and 3.68% for 2 and 4 µM doses of PL, respectively ([Figure 4C](#f4-ott-11-8275){ref-type="fig"}). The last group of necrotic cells (PI+/AV−) was 1.11% for control cells, 2.64% and 3.18% for PL at concentrations of 2 and 4 µM, whereas the necrotic rates in transfected EA.hy926 cells ranged from 2.7% (Ctrl PFN+) to 1.75% (2 µM PFN1+) and 2.16% (4 µM PFN1+; [Figure 4D](#f4-ott-11-8275){ref-type="fig"}).

The effect of PL on death of A549 cells without and after manipulation of PFN1 expression
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The second part of the investigation was the comparison of the data obtained from cell death analysis in A549 with normal level and loss of PFN1. We observed that PL induced a statistically significant decrease in the percentage of live cells from 93.62% for untreated cells to 83.8% and 73.18% for 2 and 4 µM PL, respectively. In turn, A549 cells with loss of PFN1 were characterized by the lower level of viable cells in comparison to the population without PFN1 manipulation. Furthermore, we observed a decrease in AV−/PI− cells from 88.4% in control group to 81.6% for 2 µM PL and 69.24% for the highest concentration of alkaloid ([Figure 5A](#f5-ott-11-8275){ref-type="fig"}). Additionally, we noticed a dose-dependent increase in the percentage of early apoptotic cells (AV+/PI−), which ranged from 2.26% (Ctrl) to 3.80% (2 µM) and 7.19% (4 µM) for A549 cells and 9.02% (Ctrl PFN1−) to 14.43% (2 µM PFN1−) and 18.2% (4 µM PFN1−) for cells with the lower level of PFN1 ([Figure 5B](#f5-ott-11-8275){ref-type="fig"}). In the case of late apoptosis, treatment with PL resulted in a statistically significant increase from 2.46% for untreated cells to 6.46% and 10.09% for 2 and 4 µM PL, respectively. Similarly, A549 cells after PFN1 downregulation also showed increase in the percentage of late apoptotic cells. However, the differences were smaller and ranged from 1.99% (Ctrl PFN1−) to 2.62% (2 µM, PFN1−) and 7.01% (4 µM, PFN1−; [Figure 5C](#f5-ott-11-8275){ref-type="fig"}). The last step was the analysis of necrosis. In this case, we observed an increase in the percentage of necrotic cells for A549 without loss of PFN1 (2.98% Ctrl; 6.07% for 2 µM; 9.08% for 4 µM). Moreover, in transfected lung adenocarcinoma cells, the percentage of necrotic cells was lower in comparison to the cells with normal PFN1 expression and reached 1.64% for control, 1.64% for 2 µM, and 3.65% for 4 µM PL ([Figure 5D](#f5-ott-11-8275){ref-type="fig"}).

The influence of PL on cytoskeletal proteins of EA.hy926 cells without and after manipulation of PFN1 expression
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Due to the fact that PFN1 is a member of the ABPs family, we decided to evaluate the alterations in F-actin and other proteins involved in maintaining cell--cell contacts, such as ZO-1 and β-catenin. Additionally, the fluorescent staining was performed to localize and evaluate the level of PFN1 expression in EA.hy926 cells, with and without upregulation of this protein.

Based on the results of our previous studies,[@b20-ott-11-8275],[@b23-ott-11-8275] we decided to check whether overexpression of other protein involved in F-actin stabilization will result in enhanced cell--cell contact and reduce the effect of the drug in EA.hy926 cells ([Figure 6Aa--f](#f6-ott-11-8275){ref-type="fig"}). After treatment with PL, we observed the presence of stress fibers and cells with hallmarks typical for mitotic catastrophe, especially at the highest dose of the alkaloid. Additionally, the giant cells were characterized by the accumulation of F-actin fibers in the peripheral region. We also observed the decrease in fluorescence intensity of F-actin at the cell--cell area in a dose-dependent manner ([Figure 6Ab and c](#f6-ott-11-8275){ref-type="fig"}). In turn, after PFN1 upregulation, we noticed an increase in the number of cell protrusions and the fluorescence intensity of F-actin involved in cell--cell contact. Furthermore, the lesser amount of stress fibers and a decrease in the number of cells characterized by mitotic catastrophe or apoptosis in comparison to the untreated group were visible ([Figure 6Ad--f](#f6-ott-11-8275){ref-type="fig"}). The measurement of F-actin mean fluorescence intensity increased from MFI =2,728.74 (Ctrl) to MFI =4,226.49 (Ctrl PFN1+), MFI =2,185.29 (2 µM PL) to MFI =4,744.71 (2 µM PL PFN1+), and MFI =1,936.44 (4 µM PL) to MFI=4,344.8 (4 µM PL PFN1+; [Figure 6B](#f6-ott-11-8275){ref-type="fig"}).

The next part of our study was the analysis of PFN1. As previously mentioned, this fluorescent staining allowed us to confirm the transfection efficiency. Images from confocal microscope showed the statistically significant increase in the mean fluorescence intensity of PFN1 after transfection of EA.hy926 with expression plasmid with cloned cDNA of PFN1, as compared to the control (from MFI=1,666.67 to MFI=3,934.78, respectively) ([Figure 3C and D](#f3-ott-11-8275){ref-type="fig"}). Furthermore, in PL-treated ECs, a normal level of PFN1 accumulation of this protein near the nucleus area was observed, especially in giant cells ([Figure 7b](#f7-ott-11-8275){ref-type="fig"}). At the higher doses of alkaloid, we observed a decrease in the PFN1 fluorescence signal ([Figure 7c](#f7-ott-11-8275){ref-type="fig"}). On the other hand, upregulation of PFN1 resulted in an enhanced signal after fluorescent staining in the whole cells and in the cell--cell interaction area ([Figure 7d and e](#f7-ott-11-8275){ref-type="fig"}).

The next purpose of our investigation was evaluation of the β-catenin. In EA.hy926 without PFN1 manipulation, the low-level expression of β-catenin in both whole cell and cell--cell junction areas was seen. Following treatment with PL, the presence of multinucleated and giant cells was also observed. A decrease in the mean fluorescence intensity of β-catenin in a dose-dependent manner was seen ([Figure 8Aa--c](#f8-ott-11-8275){ref-type="fig"}). On the other hand, the overexpression of PFN1 resulted in an accumulation of β-catenin in cell--cell regions compared to the population of EA.hy926 cells with a naïve level of PFN1. Moreover, the results showed an accumulation of β-catenin around the nucleus in ECs with upregulated expression of PFN1 ([Figure 8Ad--f](#f8-ott-11-8275){ref-type="fig"}). The level of β-catenin mean fluorescence intensity in untreated cells showed MFI=774.79 for Ctrl, MFI=687.72 for 2 µM PL, and MFI=608.13 for 4 µM PL. Whereas, an increase in fluorescence intensity in cell--cell interaction regions in PFN1 upregulated EA.hy926 was observed (MFI=1,356 for Ctrl PFN1+; MFI=1,335.02 for 2 µM PFN1+; and MFI=1,326.01 for 4 µM PFN1+; [Figure 8B](#f8-ott-11-8275){ref-type="fig"}).

Fluorescent staining of ZO-1 in EA.hy926 revealed a decrease in the expression level of ZO-1 with the increasing doses of PL in EA.hy926 cells with a naïve expression of PFN1 ([Figure 9Aa--f](#f9-ott-11-8275){ref-type="fig"}). The weakest fluorescence intensity of ZO-1 was observed after treatment with 4 µM PL ([Figure 9Ac](#f9-ott-11-8275){ref-type="fig"}). By contrast, the population of EA.hy926 with PFN1 overexpression and after treatment with PL was characterized by an increase in fluorescence signal for ZO-1 localized at the cell--cell interactions area ([Figure 9Ad--f](#f9-ott-11-8275){ref-type="fig"}). The statistical analysis indicated the significant differences in the fluorescence intensity of ZO-1 between the ECs with different levels of PFN1. We observed an increase in the mean fluorescence intensity of ZO-1 from MFI=967.49 to MFI=1,830.11 (Ctrl), from MFI=819.02 (2 µM PL) to MFI=1,734.53 (2 µM PL PFN+), and from MFI=798.31 (4 µM PL) to MFI=1,641.58 (4 µM PL PFN1+; [Figure 9B](#f9-ott-11-8275){ref-type="fig"}). Moreover, in all cases, the extracellular spaces were reduced in size following overexpression of PFN1, when compared with the EA.hy926 cells with a naïve expression of PFN1. Furthermore, we observed an increase in the number of cells protrusions in PFN1-overexpressed cells, which was confirmed by enhanced interactions between cells ([Figures 6](#f6-ott-11-8275){ref-type="fig"}[](#f7-ott-11-8275){ref-type="fig"}[](#f8-ott-11-8275){ref-type="fig"}--[9](#f9-ott-11-8275){ref-type="fig"}).

The influence of PL on cytoskeletal proteins of A549 cells without and after manipulation of PFN1 expression
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

In order to assess cells' migratory potential, we evaluated the fluorescence of two proteins involved in this process, vimentin and F-actin, in lung adenocarcinoma A549 cells. Additionally, the fluorescence labeling was performed to localize and evaluate the level of PFN1 expression in both, cells after downregulation of the protein and also in control cells with normal PFN1 expression.

In the A549 cells with a naïve expression of PNF1 and treated with PL, the fluorescent analysis of F-actin showed a decrease in the fluorescence intensity of this protein in a dose-dependent manner. Furthermore, the alterations in microfilamentous network accompanying cell death were observed in response to PL. Some of the cells displayed hallmarks typical for apoptosis, such as apoptotic bodies, shrunken nucleus, and depolymerization of F-actin, although mostly, giant multinucleated cells with F-actin short fibers or small punctuate accumulations were observed, especially following treatment with 4 µM ([Figure 10a--c](#f10-ott-11-8275){ref-type="fig"}). The rearrangement of F-actin was also noticed after downregulation of PFN1 expression. These cells were characterized by a significant decrease in the density of F-actin network and its visible remodeling. Moreover, the cells were observed with hallmarks of apoptosis and mitotic catastrophe in comparison to A549 cells with a naïve expression of PFN1. Furthermore, as shown in [Figure 10](#f10-ott-11-8275){ref-type="fig"}, in response to PL treatment, changes in the cell shape were seen. The PFN1-downregulated A549 cells were circular in comparison to untreated cells ([Figure 10d and e](#f10-ott-11-8275){ref-type="fig"}).

PL also had a visible effect on the rearrangement of vimentin cytoskeleton in A549 cells with a naïve and reduced levels of PFN1. In the first case, vimentin in the untreated cells was characterized by a well-organized network ([Figure 11a](#f11-ott-11-8275){ref-type="fig"}). Exposure to the doses of PL led to a gradual decrease in the density of vimentin network. We also observed single cells with vimentin filaments characterized by a lower level of fluorescence in comparison to control ([Figure 11b](#f11-ott-11-8275){ref-type="fig"}). In turn, PL-treated A549 cells were characterized by distributed vimentin network or single filaments and visible foci located at the nucleus region especially at higher concentration ([Figure 11c](#f11-ott-11-8275){ref-type="fig"}). The vimentin immunostaining following PL treatment in cells with downregulated expression of PFN1 revealed a similar distribution to that described above. The control population of PFN1-downregulated cells had a spindle shape and visible vimentin cytoskeleton ([Figure 11d](#f11-ott-11-8275){ref-type="fig"}). In the case of the lowest doses of PL, the shrunken cells with disarrangement of vimentin were noticed, whereas, in the multinucleated cells, the vimentin cytoskeleton had a form of a spread network. Similar to A549 with a naïve PFN1 level, the treatment with the highest concentration of PL resulted in F-actin in the form of dot-like structures localized in the central regions of the cytoplasm. However, the visible signal in PFN1-downregulated cells was weaker ([Figure 11e and f](#f11-ott-11-8275){ref-type="fig"}).

The fluorescence analysis of PFN1 allowed us to confirm the different levels of its expression between A549 cells with a naïve expression of PFN1 and transfected with siRNA against PFN1 ([Figure 12](#f12-ott-11-8275){ref-type="fig"}). The analysis of fluorescence intensity showed a statistically significant decrease in the MFI of PFN1 after its downregulation ([Figures 2C](#f2-ott-11-8275){ref-type="fig"} and DZ 3A and D). Furthermore, after treatment with PL, we observed cells with accumulation of PFN1 signal in the form of dot-like structures ([Figure 12b and c](#f12-ott-11-8275){ref-type="fig"}). Furthermore, in an A549 population with downregulated expression of PFN1, the visible signal of this ABP was weaker in comparison to a group of A549 with a naïve expression of PFN1. Furthermore, after treatment with PL, we also noticed the cells with some PFN1 foci in the central region of cells ([Figure 12e and f](#f12-ott-11-8275){ref-type="fig"}).

The impact of PL on migration of A549 cells without and after manipulation of PFN1 expression
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To verify whether PL treatment and manipulation of PFN1 expression can inhibit the migration of A549 cells, we performed the wound healing assay. In the case of A549 cells with a naïve PFN1 expression, the time that was necessary to close wound area was significantly decreased. After 24 hours, the wound was repaired in 91.47% in the control, while in PL-treated cells, in 60.44% and 50.56% for 2 and 4 µM PL, respectively. The obtained data revealed that both doses of alkaloid decreased the migratory potential in comparison to untreated cells ([Figure 13A](#f13-ott-11-8275){ref-type="fig"}).

Differently, in PFN1-downregulated cells treated with PL, the wound closure was much slower when compared with the control ([Figure 13B](#f13-ott-11-8275){ref-type="fig"}). After 24 hours from the scratch, we still observed gaps in the monolayer in both treated and untreated cells. After 24 hours incubation, the scratch was repaired in 65.62% in the control, while only in 52.76% and 43.67% after treatment with PL at concentrations of 2 and 4 µM, respectively. Similarly, PL inhibited also the migration of A549 cells with downregulated expression of PFN1 in a dose-dependent manner. However, in the control of downregulated cells, the wound area was completely repaired after 36 hours, while in A549 cells with a naïve expression of PFN1, after 28 hours. [Figure 13C](#f13-ott-11-8275){ref-type="fig"} shows the comparison of wound area as the percentage of a control cell in both groups after 24 hours from the wound formation.

Statistical analysis of publicly available data sets in adenocarcinoma
----------------------------------------------------------------------

An online database (<http://kmplot.com/analysis/>) was used to determine the relevance of individual PFN1 mRNA expression to the OS of NSCLC patients. The data showed significant differences between patients with low and high PFN1 mRNA expression in a long-time perspective. We observed that NSCLC patients with lower level of PFN1 expression were characterized by better prognosis and higher survival rates than patients with higher level of PFN1 mRNA ([Figure 14A](#f14-ott-11-8275){ref-type="fig"}). The effect was comparable for lung adenocarcinoma patients ([Figure 14B](#f14-ott-11-8275){ref-type="fig"}), but not for squamous cell carcinoma (data not shown). Similar results were noticed after the division of available data into smokers and never smoked patients. The analysis also suggested that the higher PFN1 mRNA level correlates with worse prognosis among smokers ([Figure 14C](#f14-ott-11-8275){ref-type="fig"}). Moreover, expression of PFN1 did not affect OS of never smoked patients ([Figure 14D](#f14-ott-11-8275){ref-type="fig"}).

Discussion
==========

In the presented work we evaluated the hypothesis that 1) the upregulation of PFN1 expression level induces stabilization of cell junctions in ECs; 2) the downregulation of PFN1 level results in a decrease in the migration ability of A549 cell line; and 3) the PL has an impact on the basic cellular processes in two types of cells: endothelial EA.hy926 and lung adenocarcinoma A549 cell lines. Furthermore, in accordance with our knowledge, this is the first work demonstrating the effect of PL on the EA.hy926 and A549 cells with regulated levels of PFN1.

Civilization diseases are a significant problem of aging societies. Thus, the choice of research material was not accidental. The first type of cells used in our study was EA.hy926 as cell culture model useful in endothelial-based studies.[@b24-ott-11-8275],[@b25-ott-11-8275] In turn, the model of cancer cells constituted the NSCLC cell line, which is the most common cause of cancer-related death in the world.[@b26-ott-11-8275]

Actin is described as a very important structure in many processes including cell mortality, mitosis, cytokinesis, intracellular transport, endocytosis, and secretion.[@b27-ott-11-8275],[@b28-ott-11-8275] Many studies have focused their attention on the correlation between F-actin reorganization and a group of ABPs.[@b29-ott-11-8275] This family is responsible for actin remodeling processes such as assembly and disassembly. Our previous investigations confirmed that upregulation of one such protein, tropomyosin-1, may stabilize F-actin network and cell--cell junctions but also protect cells against cigarette smoke extract or L-homocysteine.[@b20-ott-11-8275],[@b23-ott-11-8275] Based on our previous results, we decided to elucidate how the upregulation of the other representative of ABPs may affect EA.hy926 cells. Here, we chose PFN1. This G-actin-binding protein is involved in stabilization and regulation of F-actin assembly through the growth of actin filaments only at their barbed ends, the exchange of ADP to ATP and inhibition of filaments nucleation.[@b30-ott-11-8275],[@b31-ott-11-8275] Numerous studies have implicated the effect of manipulation of PFN1 level in the different types of cells. Finkel et al have reported that the elevated level of PFN1 expression in CHO cells caused stabilization of F-actin network.[@b32-ott-11-8275] Likewise, here we demonstrated that overexpression of PFN1 resulted in the higher fluorescence intensity of junctional ZO-1 and β-catenin as the effect of an enhanced cell--cell contact in transfected control in comparison to untreated EA.hy926 cells with naïve expression of PFN1. However, obtained data showed that the increase in cell--cell contacts is smaller than those documented in our previous studies based on tropomyosin-1 overexpression.[@b20-ott-11-8275] The observed differences are probably connected with varied types and roles of both ABPs.

Additionally, in order to assess the effect of PFN1 overexpression on the capability to stabilize actin network and protect the cells, we used PL -- a natural alkaloid originated from fruits of long pepper plants (*P. longum* L.). Literature has reported that this alkaloid exhibits potential anticancer features, but in the context of EA.hy926, the more important property of PL was the ability to induce oxidative stress and to inhibit angiogenesis. Numerous studies have implicated that the PL's mechanism of action is associated with ROS and the blockage of new blood vessels formation.[@b16-ott-11-8275],[@b33-ott-11-8275]--[@b36-ott-11-8275] It is known that oxidative stress is a factor that results in cellular damage and promotes the disturbances of cellular functions in several cell types.[@b37-ott-11-8275] Clearly, literature has documented evidence on the effect of ROS on ECs manifested by induction of leucocytes adhesion, alterations in endothelial permeability, and change in levels of activator protein-1 and nuclear factor-kB.[@b38-ott-11-8275],[@b39-ott-11-8275] Our results indicated that PL may inhibit proliferation of EA.hy926, especially at the higher concentration (4 µM). The cell death analysis showed that PL induced a dose-dependent increase in the apoptotic and necrotic population of ECs. Furthermore, fluorescent observation revealed the presence of cells with morphology typical for mitotic catastrophe. We suggested that these results may be associated not only with excessive ROS production but also with the loss of cell--cell contact and cell adhesion. On the other hand, EA.hy926 cells with upregulated PFN1 showed less sensitiveness to PL than those with naïve PFN1 expression. These results were manifested by the lower percentage of apoptotic and necrotic cells and the higher number of live cell population, characterized by the higher junctional proteins fluorescence intensity at the cell junction regions following PL treatment. Moreover, the presence of numerous cell protrusions was noticed. The findings mentioned above have suggested that the overexpression of PFN1 may also stabilize the actin filaments, and as a result, decrease the effect of alkaloid probably through strengthening of the cell--cell contact. Similar observations were previously reported by Moldovan et al in 1997. The authors revealed that overexpression of PFN1 in ECs resulted in redistribution of F-actin network and as a consequence, the enhancement of ECs' capability of cell--cell and cell-- matrix adhesions.[@b40-ott-11-8275] Additionally, the manipulation of PFN1 level in ECs was investigated in the context of other cellular processes. Ding et al have shown that reduction of PFN1 level in human umbilical vein endothelial cells resulted in migration and morphogenesis inhibition through decreased F-actin assembly and cell--cell adhesion.[@b41-ott-11-8275] These results are consistent with those reported by Tang and Tan who also revealed that silencing of the PFN1 caused a reduction of the actin stress fibers amount in ECs.[@b42-ott-11-8275] It is worth mentioning that the angiogenesis is a very important process in both normal and cancer cells in the context of tumorigenesis, cell development, and metastasis.[@b43-ott-11-8275],[@b44-ott-11-8275] This process is necessary for tumor nutrition and also provides a route for creating new inflammatory foci of diseases.[@b45-ott-11-8275] Thus, based on our previous studies, we propose that overexpression of ABPs may probably stabilize cytoskeleton of ECs and, as a consequence, maintain a barrier to prevent mesenchymal cells migration. Furthermore, the stabilization of ECs through overexpression of ABPs including tropomyosin-1 or PFN1 may be useful in cardiovascular procedures and lead to the protection of cells against different focal injuries. Additionally, the treatment with PL may result in reduced tumor vasculature via a decrease in ECs number and inhibition of angiogenesis.

Nowadays, the clinical problems, such as cancer metastasis and invasion, are an important goal in the search for new and effective methods in oncology.[@b46-ott-11-8275]--[@b48-ott-11-8275] For instance, currently, lung cancer is the most common cause of cancer-related death in the world. The high mortality is associated, among others, with limitations of chemotherapy, high aggressiveness, and the capacity of the cells to create metastasis.[@b49-ott-11-8275],[@b50-ott-11-8275] Traditionally, lung cancers have been perceived as an aggressive and extremely progressive disease with few therapeutic options.[@b51-ott-11-8275] The data obtained from worldwide literature and analysis of the level of PFN1 expression in different tissues and cell types attracted our attention to manipulation of this protein in the case of the lung adenocarcinoma A549 cell line. Our statistical analysis of publicly available datasets directory and online database Kaplan--Meier plotter revealed that adenocarcinoma patients with a lower level of PFN1 mRNA were characterized by higher and better survival rates compared with patients with high PFN1 mRNA level. Interestingly, the analysis of PFN1 profile in another type of lung cancer H1299 cell line indicated that in both low and high levels of PFN1 mRNA, a decrease in survival rate occurred (data not shown). All these observations led to the conclusion that decreases in the level of PFN1 may inhibit migration and increase the effect of anticancer agents on the model of a major subtype of NSCLC -- A549 cell line -- and as a consequence may improve survival rate in patients.[@b52-ott-11-8275] In order to investigate this hypothesis, we applied downregulation of PFN1 in combination with PL treatment.

Here we showed a dose-dependent decrease in A549 cell viability after treatment with PL. In addition, our data obtained in MTT assay indicated that lung adenocarcinoma A549 cells are less sensitive to PL, when compared with endothelial EA.hy926 cells. Our results are consistent with those reported by others researches, who also described the effect of PL on A549 cells.[@b16-ott-11-8275],[@b53-ott-11-8275],[@b54-ott-11-8275] Moreover, as presented in this article, double staining of cells with Annexin V Alexa Fluor 488 and PI revealed a statistically significant increase in the number of early and late apoptotic cells in a dose-dependent manner. Wang et al have obtained similar results with PL and proposed that this compound can promote apoptosis and autophagy in A549 cells by inhibition of PI3K/Akt/mTOR pathway.[@b36-ott-11-8275] In turn, Zheng et al have shown that PL inhibits cell proliferation and induces cell death through the alterations in nuclear factor kappa B.[@b53-ott-11-8275] On the other hand, it has been shown that PL can also reduce cell viability and promote cell death in various types of cancer, including gastric, breast, ovarian, and pancreatic cancer.[@b55-ott-11-8275]--[@b58-ott-11-8275] Here, the cell death analysis showed that silencing of PFN1 in A549 cells PL treatment resulted in a decrease in live, late apoptotic, and necrotic cells and an increase in the percentage of early apoptotic cells, when compared with cells with naïve expression of PFN1. This observation was confirmed by fluorescence analysis, where the high number of cells characterized by hallmarks typical for apoptosis was visible. Furthermore, the fluorescent staining of F-actin and vimentin showed that PL treatment induced alterations in the structures of this protein in A549 cells, both with naïve and reduced expression of PFN1. Liu et al have revealed that treatment with PL resulted in an F-actin disorganizing in bladder cancer.[@b19-ott-11-8275] Likewise, Chen et al have reported that the oral cancer cells after PL treatment were characterized by a decrease in the vimentin expression level.[@b18-ott-11-8275] In our study, the cells with lower level of PFN1 presented a strong reorganization of vimentin network and changes in the F-actin levels which were connected with alteration of PFN1 expression. In the case of cancer cells with a high degree of aggressiveness, the changes in morphology, cell adhesion, and the cytoskeletal proteins are very important in the context of cell migration. It is known that vimentin and F-actin are necessary for cell movements.[@b59-ott-11-8275] Additionally, vimentin and other proteins such as E-cadherin and N-cadherin are known as metastasis markers.[@b60-ott-11-8275]--[@b62-ott-11-8275] Here, in PFN1-downregulated cells, we observed the disappearance of vimentin fibers and the decrease in F-actin and vimentin MFI. Furthermore, we decided to analyze the effect of PFN1 level on migratory potential of A549 cells following PL treatment. We used the scratch wound-healing assay, a method that is commonly accepted to measure cell migration.[@b63-ott-11-8275],[@b64-ott-11-8275] Our data evidenced that following treatment with PL in A549 cells with downregulated expression of PFN1, the wound grew more slowly when compared with the control group. Literature have reported that PL suppresses migration in a different type of cancer including oral cancer, bladder, glioma, and hepatocellular carcinomas.[@b18-ott-11-8275],[@b19-ott-11-8275],[@b65-ott-11-8275],[@b66-ott-11-8275] Our results clearly showed that the downregulation of PFN1 expression in lung adenocarcinoma A549 cells inhibited their migration. Moreover, the treatment with PL enhanced this effect, what is confirmed by the fact that transfected cells without PL covered the scratch wound slower than untreated A549 cells with a naïve level of PFN1. We did not find studies that have implicated the effect of PFN1 loss in lung cancer. However, we noticed a few reports on manipulation of other protein from profilin family -- profilin-2 (PFN2) -- in different cancer cell lines. Tang et al have reported that downregulation of PFN2 led to a reduction of metastasis in lung cancer. Authors also suggested a correlation between PFN1 and PFN2 in the context of cancer metastasis.[@b67-ott-11-8275] A similar effect was noticed by Yan et al in the case of PFN2 downregulation in different types of lung cancer (A549, NcI-H520, 95D). The hypothesis of the study was the correlation between high invasiveness and level of PFN2. The mentioned authors have shown that low level of this protein in NSCLC cells resulted in a decrease of vimentin and N-cadherin and an increase in E-cadherin expression in comparison to control group.[@b68-ott-11-8275] On the contrary, Zou et al have reported that silencing PFN1 in breast cancer induced motility and invasiveness.[@b69-ott-11-8275] The results, published by the same group of researches a few years later, explained a possible mechanism of this dependence. They suggested that the decrease of PFN1 expression may enhance breast cancer cells' capability of invasion and metastasis via activation of Ena/VASP protein.[@b70-ott-11-8275] On the other hand, in 2010, Zou et al extended their studies to PFN1 analysis of the effect of protein overexpression in MDA-MB-231 breast cancer. Obtained data showed that high level of PFN1 resulted in inhibition of proliferation.[@b71-ott-11-8275] In turn, Ding et al have reported that the impact of PFN1 level correlates with stage of breast cancer metastasis. They implicated that downregulation of PFN1 may also suppress metastatic outgrowth of disseminated breast cancer cells.[@b72-ott-11-8275] Likewise, as Mouneimne et al and Ding et al, we also suggested that the abovementioned differences may be closely related to the type, stage, and aggressiveness of cancer.[@b12-ott-11-8275],[@b73-ott-11-8275] The described results indicated that it is necessary to expand the researches and explain the PFN1 mechanism of action in the context of cancer metastasis, including lung adenocarcinoma. The latest literature does not provide information about the correlation between PFN1 and PL in the context of intermolecular or interprotein relativity. It would be worth considering this aspect in the next studies. However, it its known that PL is the alkaloid characterized by the presence of two reactive olefins, C2--C3 and C7--C8, which are responsible for a broad spectrum of this compound properties.[@b74-ott-11-8275] On the other hand, molecular mechanism of PL may be related with influence on GSTP1, ROS-JNK-ERK, or the phosphorylation of JAK1,2/STAT3 signaling pathway.[@b15-ott-11-8275],[@b74-ott-11-8275],[@b75-ott-11-8275]

Conclusion
==========

In conclusion, to our knowledge, this is the first report showing the effect of PL on endothelial and lung cancer cells in a regulated level of PFN1. Based on the obtained results, we propose that PFN1 overexpression in EC line may stabilize the cell junctions. This process may be useful in cardiovascular procedures and protect cells against different focal injuries. On the other hand, it may be important in the context of metastasis and tumor vascularization. Downregulation of PFN1 in lung adenocarcinoma A549 cells suppresses cell migration and sensitizes A549 cells to anticancer agents. We also suggest that treatment with PL induces cell death and inhibits cell metastasis, especially in cells with downregulated PFN1. Furthermore, our results confirm the potential of PL as an anticancer agent. We propose that downregulation of proteins involved in cell motility may lead to limitation of cancer cell metastatic potential and constitute an interesting way of anticancer therapy.
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![The effect of piperlongumine on the viability of EA.hy926 (**A**) and A549 (**B**) cells.\
**Notes:** The cells were treated with different concentrations of piperlongumine (1--8 µM) for 24 hours and cell viability was assessed by MTT colorimetric assay. Data are expressed as a percentage of the untreated cells (control). Statistically significant difference at *P*\<0.05 (^\#^Wilcoxon signed rank test). All values represent the mean of three independent experiments (n=15).](ott-11-8275Fig1){#f1-ott-11-8275}

![Transfection efficiency of A549 cell line.\
**Notes:** The average transfection efficiency of A549 cells (**A**). The representative cells with a positive signal for the GFP after transfection of cells with pmaxGFP control vector (image-based cytometry) (**B**). The analysis of fluorescence intensity of PFN1. \^Statistically significant differences between cells without and with downregulated expression of PFN1 (*P*\<0.05; Mann--Whitney *U* test, n=500). The results are presented as the mean±SD (**C**). Representative fluorescence microscope images of PFN1 staining (A549 cells with naïve expression of PFN1; A549 cells with downregulated PFN1; Bar=50 µm) (**D**).\
**Abbreviations:** GFP, green fluorescent protein; MFI, mean fluorescence intensity; PFN1, profilin-1.](ott-11-8275Fig2){#f2-ott-11-8275}

![Transfection efficiency of EA.hy926 cell line.\
**Notes:** The average transfection efficiency of EA.hy926 cell line (**A**). The representative cells with a positive signal for the GFP after transfection of cells with pmaxGFP control vector (image-based cytometry) (**B**). The analysis of fluorescence intensity of PFN1. \^Statistically significant differences between cells without and with upregulated expression of PFN1 (*P*\<0.05; Mann--Whitney *U* test, n=500). The results were presented as the mean±SD (**C**). Representative fluorescence microscope images of PFN1 staining (EA.hy926 cells with naïve expression of PFN1; EA.hy926 cells with overexpressed PFN1; Bar=50 µm) (**D**).\
**Abbreviations:** GFP, green fluorescent protein; MFI, mean fluorescence intensity; PFN1, profilin-1.](ott-11-8275Fig3){#f3-ott-11-8275}

![The effect of piperlongumine on apoptosis of EA.hy926.\
**Notes:** The cells without and with overexpression of PFN1 were treated with 2 and 4 µM PL for 24 hours, and apoptosis was examined by cytometry after annexin V and propidium iodide double staining. The percentage of live cells identified as AV-- and PI-- (**A**). The percentage of early apoptosis specified as AV+/PI− (**B**). The percentage of late apoptosis presented as AV+/PI+ (**C**). The percentage of necrotic cells characterized by AV−/PI+ (**D**). Statistically significant differences at *P*\<0.05 (two-way ANOVA) are marked by "\*" for a compared group of cells without and with overexpression of PFN1, "^\#^"for compared data from cells with naïve expression of PFN1, and "^\$^"for statistically significant results in a group of PFN1-transfected EA.hy926 cells. All values represent the mean ± SD of three independent experiments (n=15).\
**Abbreviations:** AV, annexin V; PFN1, profilin-1; PI, propidium iodide.](ott-11-8275Fig4){#f4-ott-11-8275}

![The effect of piperlongumine on apoptosis of A549 cell line.\
**Notes:** The cells without and with downregulation of PFN1 were treated with 2 and 4 µM PL for 24 hours, and apoptosis was examined by cytometry after AV/PI double staining. The percentage of live cells (AV−/PI−) (**A**), the percentage of early apoptosis (AV+/PI−) (**B**), the percentage of late apoptosis (AV+/PI+) (**C**), and the percentage of necrotic cells (AV−/PI+) (**D**) are shown. Statistically significant difference at *P*\<0.05 (two-way ANOVA) are marked by "\*" for a compared group of cells without and with downregulation of PFN1, "^\#^"for compared data from cells with naïve expression of PFN1, and "^\$^"for statistically significant results in a group of PFN1-transfected A549 cells. All values represent the mean ± SD of three independent experiments (n=15).\
**Abbreviations:** AV, annexin V; PFN1, profilin-1; PI, propidium iodide.](ott-11-8275Fig5){#f5-ott-11-8275}

![The effect of PFN1 overexpression on cell-cell interactions in EA.hy926.\
**Notes:** (**A**) Fluorescence staining of F-actin (red), PFN-1 (green), and nuclei (blue) in EA.hy926 cells with regulated expression of PFN1 in control cells and after treatment with PL. (a) Ctrl, (b) 2 µM PL, (c) 4 µM PL without PFN1 manipulation, (d) Ctrl, (e) 2 µM PL, (f) 4 µM PL with PFN1 upregulation. Bar =50 µm. (**B**) The fluorescence intensity of F-actin at the cell--cell area. Statistically significant differences at *P*\<0.05 (two-way ANOVA) are marked by "\*" for a compared group of cells without and with overexpression of PFN1, "^\#^" for compared data from cells with naïve expression of PFN1, and "^\$^" for statistically significant results in a group of PFN1-transfected EA.hy926 cells. All values represent the mean ± SD of three independent experiments (n=500).\
**Abbreviations:** Ctrl, control; MFI, mean fluorescence intensity; PFN1, profilin-1; PL, piperlongumine.](ott-11-8275Fig6){#f6-ott-11-8275}

![Fluorescence staining of profilin-1 (green) and nuclei (blue) in EA.hy926 cells with regulated expression of PFN1 in control cells and after treatment with PL.\
**Notes:** (a) Ctrl, (b) 2 µM PL, (c) 4 µM PL without PFN1 manipulation, (d) Ctrl, (e) 2 µM PL, (f) 4 µM PL with PFN1 upregulation. Bar =50 µm.\
**Abbreviations:** Ctrl, control; PFN1, profilin-1; PL, piperlongumine.](ott-11-8275Fig7){#f7-ott-11-8275}

![The effect of PFN1 overexpression on cell-cell interactions in EA.hy926.\
**Notes:** (**A**) Fluorescence staining of β-catenin (red) and nuclei (blue) in EA.hy926 cells with regulated expression of PFN1 in control cells and after treatment with 2 and 4 µM PL. (a) Ctrl, (b) 2 µM PL, (c) 4 µM PL without PFN1 manipulation, (d) Ctrl, (e) 2 µM PL, (f) 4 µM PL with PFN1 upregulation. Bar =50 µm. (**B**) The fluorescence intensity of β-catenin. Statistically significant difference at *P*\<0.05 (two-way ANOVA) are marked by "\*" for a compared group of cells without and with overexpression of PFN1, "^\#^" for compared data from cells with naïve expression of PFN1. All values represent the mean ± SD of three independent experiments (n=500).\
**Abbreviations:** Ctrl, control; MFI, mean fluorescence intensity; PFN1, profilin-1; PL, piperlongumine.](ott-11-8275Fig8){#f8-ott-11-8275}

![The effect of PFN1 overexpression on cell-cell interactions in EA.hy926.\
**Notes: (A)** Fluorescence analysis of ZO-1 (green) and nuclei (blue) in EA.hy926 cells with and without overexpression of PFN1 in control cells and after treatment with PL. (a) Ctrl, (b) 2 µM PL, (c) 4 µM PL without PFN1 manipulation, (d) Ctrl, (e) 2 µM PL, (f) 4 µM PL with PFN1 upregulation. Bar =50 µm. (**B**) The fluorescence intensity of ZO-1. Statistically significant difference at *P*\<0.05 (two-way ANOVA) was marked by "\*" for a compared group of cells without and with overexpression of PFN1, "^\#^" for compared data from cells with naïve expression of PFN1, and "^\$^" for statistically significant results in a group of PFN1-upregulated EA.hy926 cells. All values represent the mean ± SD of three independent experiments (n=500).\
**Abbreviations:** Ctrl, control; MFI, mean fluorescence intensity; PFN1, profilin-1; PL, piper longumine; ZO-1, zonulaoccludens1.](ott-11-8275Fig9){#f9-ott-11-8275}

![Fluorescence staining of F-actin (green) and nuclei (blue) in A549 cells with and without downregulated expression of PFN1 in control cells and after treatment with PL.\
**Notes:** (a) Ctrl, (b) 2 µM PL, (c) 4 µM PL without PFN1 manipulation, (d) Ctrl, (e) 2 µM PL, (f) 4 µM PL with PFN1 upregulation. Bar =50 µm.\
**Abbreviations:** Ctrl, control; PFN1, profilin-1; PL, piperlongumine.](ott-11-8275Fig10){#f10-ott-11-8275}

![Fluorescence staining of vimentin (green) and nuclei (blue) in A549 cells with and without downregulated PFN1 in control cells and after treatment with PL.\
**Notes:** (a) Ctrl, (b) 2 µM PL, (c) 4 µM PL without PFN1 manipulation, (d) Ctrl, (e) 2 µM PL, (f) 4 µM PL with PFN1 upregulation. Bar =50 µm.\
**Abbreviations:** Ctrl, control; PFN1, profilin-1; PL, piperlongumine.](ott-11-8275Fig11){#f11-ott-11-8275}

![Fluorescence staining of PFN1 (green) and nuclei (blue) in A549 cells with and without downregulated expression of PFN1 in control cells and after treatment with PL.\
**Notes:** (a) Ctrl, (b) 2 µM PL, (c) 4 µM PL without PFN1 manipulation, (d) Ctrl, (e) 2 µM PL, (f) 4 µM PL with PFN1 upregulation. Bar =50 µm.\
**Abbreviations:** Ctrl, control; PFN1, profilin-1; PL, piperlongumine.](ott-11-8275Fig12){#f12-ott-11-8275}

![The effect of piperlongumine on the motility of A549 cells.\
**Notes:** The cells with and without downregulated expression of PFN1 were treated with 2 and 4 µM PL for 24 hours and cell motility was assessed by in vitro scratch wound-healing assay. The time-course of closure of the wounded areas in A549 cells without loss of PFN1 is shown (**A**). The time-course of closure of the wounded areas in A549 cells with downregulation of PFN1 is shown (**B**). Wound closure at 24 hours after treatment as a percentage of control cell migration (set at 100%) (**C**). Statistically significant difference at *P*\<0.05 (two-way ANOVA) and are marked by "\*" for a compared group of cells without and with downregulated expression of PFN1, "^\#^" for compared data from cells with naïve expression of PFN1, and "^\$^" for statistically significant results in a group of PFN1-downregulated A549 cells (n=27).\
**Abbreviations:** Ctrl, control; PFN1, profilin-1.](ott-11-8275Fig13){#f13-ott-11-8275}

![PFN1 mRNA expression in patients with lung adenocarcinoma.\
**Notes:** OS of NSCLC patients (**A**). OS of lung adenocarcinoma patients (**B**). OS of smoking lung adenocarcinoma patients (**C**). OS of never smoked lung adenocarcinoma patients (**D**).\
**Abbreviations:** NSCLC, non-small cell lung cancer; OS, overall survival; PFN1, profilin-1.](ott-11-8275Fig14){#f14-ott-11-8275}
